Case
A middle-aged man admitted with abdominal pain and anaemia in December 2015. A computed tomographic (CT) angiogram demonstrated a superior indentation with focal narrowing in the proximal celiac axis (Fig 1). Conventional superior mesenteric arteriogram demonstrated prominent collaterals, and retrograde flow of contrast from the superior mesenteric artery (SMA) to the hepatic arteries (Fig 2). It was likely related to chronic compression of the proximal celiac artery. Low insertion of the median arcuate ligament (MAL) can be found in normal asymptomatic people. In this case, prominent collaterals and the retrograde flow from the SMA supported the diagnosis and may have explained his symptoms. In symptomatic cases, surgical division of the median arcuate ligament is the mainstay of treatment.

Discussion
The MAL is a fibrous arch that unites the diaphragmatic crura on either side of the aortic hiatus. The crura pass superior and anterior to surround the aortic opening and to join the central tendon of the diaphragm. The ligament usually passes superior to the origin of the celiac axis. The insertion of the ligament may be low and therefore cross-over the proximal portion of the celiac axis, causing a characteristic indentation. If it is significantly compressed on the celiac axis, this will compromise vascular flow and produce symptoms.

The MAL syndrome was first described in 1963 by Harjola and in 1965 by Dunbar et al. The definition of the syndrome relies on a combination of both clinical and radiographic features. Clinically, they described a classical triad of chronic postprandial abdominal pain, epigastric bruit, and weight loss. Extrinsic compression of the celiac trunk by the MAL occurs in 10% to 24% of patients. Usually, patients are asymptomatic and the classical triad is not always present, presumably due to collateral supply from the superior mesenteric circulation. The disease typically occurs in young patients and is more common in thin women who may present with epigastric pain and weight loss. The abdominal pain may be associated with eating, but not always. On physical examination, an abdominal bruit that
The diagnosis of celiac artery compression is traditionally made following conventional angiography. The use of thin-section multidetector CT and three-dimensional imaging techniques has greatly improved the ability to non-invasively obtain detailed images of the mesenteric vessels. Compression of the celiac axis by the MAL produces characteristic findings visible on CT angiography. Computed tomographic angiography can play a role in the diagnosis of this condition by demonstrating the characteristic focal narrowing of the celiac artery (Fig 1) with a hooked appearance that distinguishes this condition from other causes of celiac artery narrowing, such as atherosclerotic disease. Indentation of the origin of the celiac artery is exacerbated during the expiratory phase. Repeating CT on inspiration can often distinguish clinically significant narrowing from transient compression seen only during expiration in some patients, and is how most abdominal CT studies are performed.1

The majority of affected patients have no symptoms, thus radiographic finding of celiac axis compression alone may not be significant, unless it is correlated with clinical symptoms. Severe compression occurs in approximately 1% of patients.1 Severe stenosis will result in post-stenotic dilatation, and in some cases, the celiac axis will be fed by the SMA via the pancreaticoduodenal arcade. This was evident on the angiogram of our patient with prominent collaterals and retrograde flow from the SMA (Fig 2). His CT angiogram showed a characteristic hooked focal narrowing at the superior proximal celiac artery (Fig 1).

The surgical management of MAL syndrome is controversial.1,2 Surgical treatment in severe cases is advocated, particularly in cases with post-stenotic dilatation and collateral vessels (Fig 2), by division of the ligament. A laparoscopic approach is being increasingly adopted. Celiac angioplasty and stenting by endovascular means may be a future hot topic.2
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